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    Let our customers speak for us
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        [image: 14 inch Chocolate Brown Invisible Fish Line Hair Extension]      
  Easy to apply Halo Hair Extensions
 I really love these halo hair extensions. They are comfortable and added just the right amount of volume.

 
 
   anonymous 
   14 inch Chocolate Brown Invisible Fish Line Hair Extension 
   11/06/2023 
 
 
 
  [image: Balayage Nano Ring Human Hair Extensions]      
  These hair extensions turned out really cute
 I used four packages. They turned out really good and they feel light and natural. I love these hair extensions.

 
 
   Sarah W. 
   Balayage Nano Ring Human Hair Extensions 
   08/03/2023 
 
 
 
  [image: Wavy Ombre Blonde Wig with Dark Roots]      
  
 This wig turned out better than I had expected for the price! It looks pretty natural and is soft. I have not had any tangling yet and when you brush it out, it looks amazing.

The colour is everything. A great blonde wig for the summer months ahead.

 
 
   Kaylee 
   Wavy Ombre Blonde Wig with Dark Roots 
   06/05/2023 
 
 
 
  [image: Rayna Silver Gray Lace Front Human Hair Wig]      
  
 Bravo! Hair & Beauty Canada makes the best human hair wigs for years however, Rayna is my favourite wig of all time. Human hair is the way to go. It had a bit of a purple tone to it but I washed with toner and it came out beautifully.

The design was well constructed.

 
 
   Sandy L. 
   Rayna Silver Gray Lace Front Human Hair Wig 
   06/05/2023 
 
 
 
  [image: Jazz Wig by Jon Renau]      
  
 Another very satisfied customer....This is a repeat order from last September. I’ve had nothing but rave reviews from friends, office (York U) and church! ) I am retiring in March so I thought it advisable to have another on standby just in case!

 
 
   Ruth B 
   Jazz Wig by Jon Renau 
   12/20/2022 
 
 
 
  [image: Blonde Wavy 22 Inch  Hair Wig with Curtain Bangs]      
  
 This truly is one of your most beautiful wigs and I don't know why it doesn't have a thousand reviews. The quality is impeccable and the blonde colour is absolutely gorgeous.

It looks like a $500 wig really. It is amazing. I am going to buy 3 more and stock up on these just in case they stop making them. Wow, a real beauty. Love your customer service also.

 
 
   Ada Miaga 
   Blonde Wavy 22 Inch  Hair Wig with Curtain Bangs 
   12/07/2022 
 
 
 
  [image: Zienna Human Hair Wig]      
  
 Can we just appreciate how beautiful this looks.

At first the colour was a bit off but after two shampoos its the perfect shade. The hair density is very full and soft. It was so worth it, I am glad I bought this wig from your store.

 
 
   Danny-Lynn 
   Zienna Human Hair Wig 
   11/07/2022 
 
 
 
  [image: Sarah Wig by Jon Renau]      
  
 Ordered this in 22F16 or something like that. This is a very natural looking wig and everyone thinks its my hair. One of my favorite Renau wigs by far. Great service.

Will be back to order more from you guys!

 
 
   Leah Kinarven 
   Sarah Wig by Jon Renau 
   10/18/2022 
 
 
 
  [image: Long Wavy Ponytail Hair Drawstring Ponytail Extension]      
  
 A very cute, very natural pony tail hairpiece. I love the fast delivery. Thank you :)

 
 
   Sheila K White 
   Long Wavy Ponytail Hair Drawstring Ponytail Extension 
   10/05/2022 
 
 
 
  [image: 811 Pony Swing II by Wig Pro: Synthetic Hair Piece]      
  
 This ponytail is fabulous and looks very natural. I am super happy with my purchase. I highly recommend your wig store and have referred my friends to you.

I look forward to shopping with you again!

 
 
   Ava Jack 
   811 Pony Swing II by Wig Pro: Synthetic Hair Piece 
   09/28/2022 
 
 
 
  [image: Rose Champagne Rooted Synthetic Wig]      
  Beautiful Hair Wig, Fast Delivery
 I got this wig within a week and the colour is gorgeous. I am very happy with this order.

 
 
   Nellia 
   Rose Champagne Rooted Synthetic Wig 
   07/12/2022 
 
 
 
  [image: Olivia Dark Brown Curly Lace Front Human Hair Wig]      
  Almost a Five Star Wig - Great Quality Human Hair
 I love everything about my lace wig, the hair quality, the colour, and the size. I would have given 5 stars but the order was a bit late.

I know, not your fault (Fedex got it wrong) but I had wanted it for a special day. That;s okay though when I arrived and I opened the box, I was very happy with what I saw.I have been wearing wigs for years so I know a good one when I see it. Probably the best wig I have ever purchased. It looks great right out of the box and you can sport at very natural ponytail. I plan to get two more wigs on your next sale so keep me posted!! The wig came with instructions, a free wig cap and some nice surprises. Great store!

 
 
   Madeline Copper 
   Olivia Dark Brown Curly Lace Front Human Hair Wig 
   06/28/2022 
 
 
 
  [image: Rayna Silver Gray Lace Front Human Hair Wig]      
  My review of Rayna Silver Human Hair Wig
 I received my wig today and I love it. The hair is beautiful and it has beautiful curls at the ends.

I ordered the full lace version and it is absolutely beautiful. The colour is great. Make sure to use purple shampoo to get the most out of the colour.

 
 
   Amber 
   Rayna Silver Gray Lace Front Human Hair Wig 
   06/21/2022 
 
 
 
  [image: Jayden Brown Wig with Blonde Highlights Human Hair]      
  Front highlighted wig that I love
 I ordered this wig and customized the colour to have wider highlights in the front. 

I love the wavy hair on this wig. It is very natural and the hair is very soft. It looks super pretty when it's wet too.

 
 
   Maria H. 
   Jayden Brown Wig with Blonde Highlights Human Hair 
   06/20/2022 
 
 
 
  [image: Long Wavy Dark Brown Human Hair Wig, Deja]      
  This wig does wonders
 I love this hair. It looks so natural. It is soft and wavy and the cap is comfortable. I recommend.

 
 
   Dallas K 
   Long Wavy Dark Brown Human Hair Wig, Deja 
   06/16/2022 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 













  
    
      
        
          WELCOME TO OUR CANADIAN WIG STORE

        

      
      
        SHOP FOR THE BEST WIGS, HAIRPIECES, HAIR EXTENSIONS & BEAUTY SUPPLY ONLINE
Welcome to Hair & Beauty Canada, your premier destination for transforming your look and embracing the hottest trend in Canada right now – wigs! Whether you're aiming for a sleek and sophisticated appearance or a bold and adventurous one, wigs offer endless possibilities to express your personal style.  

In today's fashion landscape, wigs have become a game-changer, allowing you to switch up your hair color, try different lengths, and experiment with trendy hairstyles effortlessly. Gone are the days of waiting for your hair to grow or struggling with hair loss and thinning. Wigs are the ultimate solution for quick and convenient transformations.

Advancements in technology have made wigs more realistic and comfortable than ever before. Say goodbye to bad hair days and hello to a world of endless possibilities with wigs – the hottest trend sweeping across Canada by storm!

Hair & Beauty Canada is your trusted online Canadian retailer and wig store, offering thousands of quality brand-name wigs, including human hair wigs, real hair wigs, synthetic wigs, and hair extensions. With over a decade of experience in the industry, we've been serving men and women in our store, providing them with top-notch wig solutions.

Our offerings extend beyond wigs, encompassing hair accessories, hats, turbans, hair care tools, makeup, and beauty products. We understand that our customers seek realistic, natural-looking wigs made from real hair that blend seamlessly with their own. We take pride in being a Canadian wig company that truly cares about our customers' needs and desires.

At Hair & Beauty Canada, you can shop online for human hair wigs, hair toppers, synthetic wigs for women, lace front wigs, and hairpieces. We collaborate with renowned wig designers from Canada and around the world, offering you endless possibilities for wig styling. Whether you prefer lace front wigs, full lace wigs, or customized human hair wigs, we can cater to your specific requests.

Explore our extensive collection of online wigs, and find inspiration for your next hairstyle. Our "wig store near me" is your go-to source for the best wigs online in Canada. No more waiting – natural-looking hair wigs and hair are now available year-round.

Join the ranks of wig shoppers and hair enthusiasts who seek beautiful, comfortable, and stylish wig options. Your quest for the perfect wig ends here at Hair & Beauty Canada. Embrace the transformation, and experience the confidence and allure that a well-chosen wig can bring to your life. Welcome to the world of endless possibilities!




      
    

  









  
    
      beauty blog - hair wigs, hair care, beauty tips advice, makeup and skin care
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Spring into Radiance: The Top 4 Anti-Aging Products for a Youthful Glow
As we bid farewell to the winter chill and welcome the rejuvenating embr...
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For women navigating the world of wigs for the first time, finding the perfect balance of quality, style, and comfort can be a daunting task. Ente...
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In the ever-evolving world of beauty trends, one thing is for certain: eyebrows are the reigning queens of the makeup scene. From pencil-thin arch...
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          GET A NEW LOOK - DISCOVER WIGS IN CANADA NEAR YOU

        

      
      
        Are you tired of the same old haircut or contemplating a daring hair color change? Does the waiting game for your hair to grow feel never-ending? It's time to consider an exciting, hassle-free alternative: wigs! 🌼
🛒 At Hair & Beauty Canada, we're here to tell you that wigs are no longer just a Hollywood secret. In fact, they're a fantastic solution for anyone looking to switch up their style, add volume, or explore a new look without the commitment of traditional hair treatments.
💃 Why Choose Wigs in Canada? 💃
🌈 Endless Variety: When you shop online with us, you gain access to over 3000 varieties of hair and wigs. That's right, 3000! From classic styles to the latest trends, we've got it all. There's something to suit every taste, occasion, and personality. Find the perfect wig that resonates with you, whether you're looking for a complete transformation or a subtle change.
🌟 Versatility: Wigs are a fantastic alternative for anyone looking to experiment with their appearance, express themselves, or simply enjoy the convenience of effortless beauty. Choose from hairpieces, hair extensions, or even custom-sized wigs to cater to your unique preferences.
🏆 Quality and Expertise: At Hair & Beauty Canada, we take pride in our high premium heat-friendly fibers and human hair wigs. Expect a level of quality that feels incredibly natural and ensures longevity. Your new wig will have you feeling confident and fabulous every day.
📦 Convenience: Say goodbye to the hassle of waiting for your hair to grow or frequent salon visits. Our online store shopping experience is all about convenience. You can explore, compare, and choose the perfect wig from the comfort of your home, any time, any day.
🚚 Fast Shipping within Canada: We understand that once you've made your choice, you're eager to rock your new look. That's why we offer swift shipping within Canada, so you can flaunt your fabulous style in no time.
🌟 Trusted Retailer for Over 10 Years: With over a decade of experience in the industry, Hair & Beauty Canada has served hundreds of satisfied customers. We take pride in our 4.5 average rating in five-star reviews. Your happiness is our ultimate goal.
So, if you're in Canada and searching for "wigs near me," you've come to the right place. Consider the endless possibilities that wigs offer. Transform your look with ease, experiment with new styles, and experience the joy of effortless beauty.
Ditch the hair worries and embrace a world of limitless options with wigs in Canada from Hair & Beauty Canada. Don't wait; start your wig journey today and unlock the door to a new world of style and confidence. 🌟💁♀️
Explore our fabulous collection at Hair & Beauty Canada, where your beauty knows no bounds.


      
    

  









  
    
      ⭐⭐⭐⭐REVIEWS FROM HAPPY WIG SHOPPERS ⭐⭐⭐⭐

    

  

  
    
      
        
          
            

              
                
                
                  "I've been a loyal customer of this online wig store for years, and I continue to be amazed by the exceptional quality of their products. Whether I'm looking for a sleek, straight wig or a curly, vibrant one, they always have a wide variety to choose from. The fast and free shipping is a game-changer, especially when I'm in need of a new look for a special event. Plus, their customer service team is second to none. They're friendly, knowledgeable, and always ready to assist with any inquiries. I highly recommend this store to anyone in search of high-quality wigs and outstanding service." 


                
                
                  P.K.
                
              

            

          
            

              
                
                
                  "I can't express how thrilled I am with my recent human hair wig purchase. The quality of the wig I received is absolutely top-notch. It looks and feels so natural, and I've received countless compliments on my new look.The variety they offer is impressive; I was able to find the perfect style and color to suit my taste. What's more, the fast and free shipping exceeded my expectations, and their customer service team was incredibly helpful when I had questions. I'm a customer for life!"


                
                
                  Jenny R.
                
              

            

          
            

              
                
                
                  "I stumbled upon your wig store while searching for a new wig to boost my confidence, and I couldn't be happier with my discovery. The quality of the wig I purchased exceeded my expectations - it's soft, comfortable, and looks so natural. The variety they offer is remarkable, catering to various styles and preferences. What truly impressed me was their lightning-fast, free shipping. I received my order in no time, which was a pleasant surprise. And when I needed help choosing the right wig, their customer service team guided me every step of the way. Outstanding quality, variety, shipping, and customer service – this store has it all!"


                
                
                  Karen W.
                
              

            

          
        

      


      
        	
              
            
	
              
            
	
              
            


      
    

  

  








  
    
      AUTHORIZED RESELLER OF NAME BRAND WIGS AND HAIRPIECES
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        Subscribe to our newsletter

      
      
        Promotions, new products and sales. Directly to your inbox. 
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          Contact Info:

                      Phone: (604) 330-6996
Support: sales@wigstorehairandbeautycanada.ca
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  ★ Judge.me Reviews

  
    
    Let customers speak for us
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           Mickey Human Hair Wig    
       Misty R.     
    
 Mickey I love my latest purchase! As I have come to expect, she is exactly what I ordered and is of the highest quality! Thanks again for helping me feel like myself 😊

    [image: User picture]   
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           Alicia Ray Human Hair Wig    
     Melodie     
    
 My Review of the Alicia Ray Human Hair Wig from Hair & Beauty Canada As someone who's always been a fan of effortlessly chic hairstyles, finding the perfect wig that combines style and natural beauty has been a journey. However, my search came to an end when I discovered the Alicia Ray Human Hair Wig from Hair & Beauty Canada. Let me share with you my experience and why I couldn't be happier with my purchase.


First and foremost, let's talk about the color. The dark chocolate brown shade of this wig is absolutely stunning. It's rich, vibrant, and exudes sophistication. The subtle waves add a touch of glamour, giving the wig a natural flow that perfectly complements any look or occasion.


What truly sets this wig apart is its remarkable quality. Crafted from 100% human hair, it feels incredibly soft and luxurious to the touch. The lace front construction ensures a seamless blend with my natural hairline, creating a flawless and realistic appearance. I've received countless compliments from friends and strangers alike, all amazed by how natural and effortless my hair looks.


One of the things I appreciate most about the Alicia Ray Human Hair Wig is its versatility. Whether I'm heading to a formal event or simply running errands, this wig effortlessly elevates my style and boosts my confidence. It's easy to style and maintain, allowing me to experiment with different looks and hairstyles without any hassle.


Furthermore, the customer service provided by Hair & Beauty Canada has been exceptional. From the moment I placed my order to the prompt delivery of my wig, their team has been professional, helpful, and attentive every step of the way. It's clear that they are truly passionate about providing their customers with the best possible experience.


If you're in search of a high-quality, natural-looking wig that will make you feel confident and beautiful, look no further than the Alicia Ray Human Hair Wig from Hair & Beauty Canada. With its stunning color, impeccable craftsmanship, and unbeatable versatility, it's truly a game-changer. I couldn't be happier with my purchase, and I highly recommend it to anyone looking to elevate their style with ease.
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           Curly Large Hair Bun Scrunchie Extension    
     J. Kang     
    
 Fabulous Hair Bun in Black I  bought four of these. I work at a bank and these are perfect for work. I have thin hair and it never look neat and these buns do the trick.

They are comfortable and easy to apply.I highly recommend! Great customers service, free shipping and I got a gift in my parcel. Thank you Hair & Beauty Canada!
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           Tea Leaf Hand-tied Lace Front Wig    
     Jessepaicy Jessepaicy     
    
 I love this wig I already have ordered 2 of these previously. It is a beautiful wig. It fits a bit large but there are straps to adjust so that worked out fine.

Quality is remarkable. It looks like my own hair. You will love this wig.

    [image: User picture]   
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           Muse | Raquel Welch Wigs    
     Addie     
    
 Raquel Welch Wigs Review I have been wearing the Muse wig from Raquel Welch for years. It is very natural looking and comfortable.

If you want a wig that doesnt look like a wig, this one is it.
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